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Abstract: We analyze the most natural formulations of the minimal lepton flavour

violation hypothesis compatible with a type-I seesaw structure with three heavy singlet

neutrinos N , and satisfying the requirement of being predictive, in the sense that all LFV

effects can be expressed in terms of low energy observables. We find a new interesting

realization based on the flavour group SU(3)e × SU(3)ℓ+N (being e and ℓ respectively the

SU(2) singlet and doublet leptons). An intriguing feature of this realization is that, in the

normal hierarchy scenario for neutrino masses, it allows for sizeable enhancements of µ → e

transitions with respect to LFV processes involving the τ lepton. We also discuss how the

symmetries of the type-I seesaw allow for a strong suppression of the N mass scale with

respect to the scale of lepton number breaking, without implying a similar suppression for

possible mechanisms of N production.
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1 Introduction

TheMinimal Flavour Violation (MFV) hypothesis [1–3] is, in short, the assumption that the

sources of flavour symmetry breaking present in the SM Lagrangian determine completely

the structure of flavour symmetry breaking also beyond the SM. In the quark sector there

is a unique way to implement this hypothesis: the two quark SM Yukawa couplings are

identified as the only relevant breaking terms of the SU(3)3 quark-flavour symmetry [3].

In contrast, in the lepton sector there is no unique way to realize MFV. The SM by itself

cannot accommodate Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV): since there is a single set of Yukawa

couplings (the ones for the charged leptons), they can always be brought in diagonal form by

rotating the three SU(2)L-doublets (ℓα) and the three right-handed (RH) SU(2)L-singlets

eα (α = e, µ, τ). However, LFV is observed in neutrino oscillation experiments. It is

then interesting to formulate an extension of the MFV hypothesis to the lepton sector, or

a Minimal Lepton Flavour Violation (MLFV) hypothesis, whose starting point is not the

SM Lagrangian but an effective Lagrangian able to describe also the observed LFV effects

in the neutrino sector. The problem is that we do not know which physics beyond the SM

is responsible for the observed neutrino masses and LFV effects, and different extensions

of the SM correspond to different formulations of the MLFV hypothesis.

The simplest way to extend the SM to include (strongly suppressed) neutrino masses

is by adding to the SM Lagrangian the dimension-five Weinberg operator [4]:

L
(mν )
eff = LSM

Y + LD5 ,

LSM
Y = −ℓ̄αY

αβeβ H + h.c.,

LD5 = −
gαβ
2M

(

ℓ̄cαH̃
)(

H̃T ℓβ

)

+ h.c., (1.1)

where H is the Higgs field,1 and M is a high scale related to the breaking of the lepton

number (L). Although the appearance of neutrino masses and LFV is linked to the intro-

duction of a non-renormalizable operator, the MLFV formulation based on Eq. (1.1) has a

1 Here and in the following the indexes on the lepton fields refer only to the flavour structure; H̃ = iτ2H
∗,

ℓc = Cγ0ℓ∗, and the appropriate SU(2)L index contraction with the lepton doublets ℓ is left understood.
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minimal field content and is minimal also in terms of the relevant flavour symmetry. The

latter can be chosen to be U(3)ℓ×U(3)e: the largest symmetry group of the gauge invariant

kinetic terms of the SM leptons. Factorizing the two U(1) groups identified by lepton num-

ber and hypercharge, under the remaining semi-simple flavour subgroup SU(3)ℓ × SU(3)e
the leptons transform as ℓ ∼ (3, 1) and e ∼ (1, 3). Formal invariance of the effective La-

grangian under SU(3)ℓ × SU(3)e is then recovered by promoting the couplings Yαβ and

gαβ to spurion fields with the assignments Y ∼ (3, 3̄) and g ∼ (6̄, 1).

The LFV operators of dimension-six, that are naturally present in the effective theory

approach, conserve B−L [4] and are suppressed by a new effective scale Λ not necessarily

related to M that, in this minimal scheme, is the L-breaking scale. The extremely tight

limits on B violating processes then imply that if Λ ≪ ΛGUT , then the dimension-six

operators must conserve B, and thus L as well. According to the MLFV ansatz, these

operators are built only in terms of SM fields and spurions, preserving formal invariance

under the flavour group. Besides the requirement of a sufficiently low scale Λ, the possibility

of observing new LFV effects also requires rather large values of gαβ . Since the magnitude

of gαβ/M is fixed by the light neutrino mass scale, a large gαβ requires a correspondingly

high scale M , and this results in a large hierarchy Λ/M ≪ 1. A detailed study of this

framework is given in [5, 6] and will not be repeated here.

The main drawback of the MLFV ansatz based on Eq. (1.1) is that it cannot be linked

to several dynamical models for neutrino masses based on the seesaw mechanism. This

is why in [5], and later on also in [7], a second scenario, with an extended field content

and a different flavour group has been analyzed. Alternative formulations of the MLFV

hypothesis have also been proposed in [8, 9]. Once the field content of the theory is

extended, there are in principle several possibilities to define the flavour symmetry and a

consistent minimal set of spurions. However, if we restrict the attention to the popular type-

I seesaw models [10], the choice is restricted: the purpose of this paper is to analyze the most

natural formulations of the MLFV hypothesis compatible with a type-I seesaw structure

with three singlet Majorana neutrinos. We find a new MLFV realization that allows for

sizable enhancements of the LFV violating processes involving the lighter generations, and

thus is phenomenologically interesting.

2 Minimal effective theories for the seesaw

In order to define a MLFV effective theory in the context of a type-I seesaw structure, we

assume that in addition to the SM leptons (ℓ and e) at high energies there is at least another

set of dynamical fields carrying lepton flavour: the three SM singlets heavy Majorana

neutrinos N . The largest group of flavour transformations commuting with the gauge

invariant kinetic terms of the lepton fields ℓ, N and e is G = U(3)ℓ × U(3)N × U(3)e. We

assume that G, or some subgroup of G, is the relevant group of flavour transformations, and

that this symmetry is broken at some high scale ΛF larger than the scale of the RH neutrino

masses. Most important, we require that all the relevant symmetry-breaking terms (the

spurions) can be identified with the couplings appearing in the seesaw Lagrangian, namely

the renormalizable mass terms of the three basic sets of lepton fields.
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Integrating out the heavy degrees of freedom, the effective Lagrangian relevant at

energies below ΛF can be decomposed as

Leff(E < ΛF ) = Lkin(N, ℓ, e) + Lseesaw(N, ℓ, e;H) + ∆LΛF
, (2.1)

where

− Lseesaw(N, l, e;H) = ǫe ℓ̄αY
αβ
e eβ H + ǫν ℓ̄αY

αj
ν Nj H̃ +

1

2
ǫ2ν µL N̄ c

i Y
ij
M Nj + h.c.. (2.2)

∆LΛF
in eq. (2.1) denotes higher-dimensional operators involving N , ℓ, and e, suppressed

by inverse powers of ΛF , as well as other renormalizable and non-renormalizable interac-

tions of these lepton fields with possible additional degrees of freedom that are relevant

below ΛF . In order to analyze the transformation properties of the G-breaking spurions

appearing in Lseesaw, we decompose the symmetry group as follows

G = U(1)Y × U(1)L × U(1)R × GF , GF = SU(3)ℓ × SU(3)N × SU(3)e , (2.3)

where U(1)Y and U(1)L correspond to hypercharge (that remains unbroken) and to to-

tal lepton number, respectively. The remaining Abelian factor can be identified either

with U(1)e or with U(1)N , corresponding respectively to global phase rotations of the RH

charged leptons or RH neutrinos, and we will generically denote it by U(1)R. By construc-

tion, we assume that Ye,ν,M are dimensionless spurions that carry no U(1)R charges, and

thus break only GF . The transformation properties of the lepton fields and of the spurions

under GF are

ℓ ∼ (3 , 1 , 1) N ∼ (1 , 3 , 1) e ∼ (1 , 1 , 3) , (2.4)

Yν ∼ (3 , 3̄ , 1) YM ∼ (1 , 6̄ , 1) Ye ∼ (3 , 1 , 3̄) . (2.5)

As regards the two broken Abelian factors, U(1)L is broken (by two units) by µL, that

is a spurion with dimension of a mass, while U(1)R is broken by a dimension-less spurion

ǫR , where ǫR denotes ǫe or ǫν .

At this point we are ready to make one more step, integrating out from the effective

Lagrangian eq. (2.1) the heavy RH neutrinos with masses of order ǫ2νµL ≪ ΛF and any

other non-SM field, that we assume with masses at some scale Λ ≪ ΛF , with Λ around or

above the electroweak scale. The resulting effective Lagrangian can be decomposed as

Leff(E < Λ) = LSM + Lseesaw
D5 +

1

Λ2

∑

i

ciO
(6)
i + . . . , (2.6)

where Lseesaw
D5 is nothing but the Weinberg operator, whose coupling can now be determined

in terms of the spurions appearing in Eq. (2.2). The O
(6)
i denote generic dimensions-six

operators written in terms of the SM fields and of the spurions, and the dots denotes

operators of higher dimension. As shown in [4], dimensions-six operators written in terms

of the SM fields conserve B − L, and since we have not introduced (dangerous) sources of

B violation, then the operators O
(6)
i must conserve separately L. This is the reason why

the scale Λ can be substantially lower than ΛF and of the RH neutrino mass scale.

As far as the flavour structure of the O
(6)
i is concerned, our assumptions about the

breaking of GF imply the following
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I. All higher-dimensional operators must be formally invariant under GF once the trans-

formation properties of the fields eq. (2.4) and of the spurions eq. (2.5) are taken into

account.

As is pointed out in [5], this condition alone is not sufficient to obtain an effective theory

that is predictive, since the flavour structure of the three spurions Yν , YM and Ye cannot

be determined from low-energy data alone. A predictive MLFV formulation must satisfy

an additional working hypothesis:

II. The flavour structure of the spurions must be determined in terms of low energy

observables, namely the PMNS mixing matrix and the light neutrino mass eigenvalues.

The only way this second hypothesis can be satisfied is by restricting the form of the

spurions Yi in such a way that the relevant LFV combinations will depend on a reduced

number of parameters. As we show in the following, this goal can be naturally obtained

by assuming that the underlying flavour symmetry corresponds to a subgroup of GF rather

than to the full flavour group SU(3)3.

2.1 Breaking of the U(1) symmetries and size of the LFV effects

Before analyzing the possible subgroups of GF leading to predictive frameworks, it is worth

to discuss in general terms the overall size of the LFV effects and its connection to the

breaking of U(1)R. The explicit structure of the Weinberg operator obtained by integrating-

out the RH neutrinos, and the corresponding light neutrino mass matrix, are

Lseesaw
D5 =

1

µL

(

ℓ̄H̃
)

Yν
1

YM

Y T
ν

(

H̃T ℓc
)

−→ m†
ν =

v2

µL

Yν
1

YM

Y T
ν = U mν U

T (2.7)

where v = 〈H〉 is the Higgs vacuum expectation value (vev), U is the PMNS matrix and

mν = diag(mν1 , mν2 ,mν3). Note that since the Weinberg operator does not break U(1)R,

the overall size of mν depends only on the lepton-number violating scale µL, but not on

ǫe,ν . Without loss of generality we can rotate Ye and YM to a basis where they are both

diagonal, and in terms of mass eigenvalues they can be written as:

Ye =
1

ǫe v
diag(me,mµ,mτ ) , (2.8)

YM =
1

ǫ2ν µL

diag(M1,M2,M3) . (2.9)

These equations show that the overall size of Ye and YM is controlled by the Abelian spurion,

and the same is true for Yν . A natural choice for the size of the U(1)R breaking is the one

that allows us to keep O(1) entries in the Yi matrices. In the case of the light-neutrino

mass matrix, this choice unambiguously points to a very large L-breaking scale

µL ∼
v2

√

∆m2
atm

≈ 6× 1014 GeV. (2.10)

As far as ǫe and ǫν are concerned, we can envisage two possibilities, depending if the

additional broken Abelian symmetry is U(1)e or U(1)N . In the first case we can set
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ǫe ≈ mτ/v, providing a natural explanation for the smallness of the charged-lepton Yukawa

coupling, but then naturalness suggests ǫν ≈ 1, i.e. very heavy RH neutrinos with masses

of O(µL). In the second case ǫe ≈ 1,2 but we are free to assume ǫν ≪ 1 as would naturally

result from an approximate U(1)N symmetry. In this case the RH neutrinos could have

masses well below the L-breaking scale, and possibly within the reach of future experiments.

From the phenomenological point of view this second one is clearly the most interesting

choice, and is the one we will adopt from now on.

As we have already discussed, the dimension-six operators contributing to low-energy

LFV processes are invariant under U(1)L and, by construction, they are also invariant

under U(1)N . As a result, assuming that the Yi spurions have O(1) entries implies that the

overall scale of LFV effects is controlled only by the effective scale Λ. The generic structure

of the most relevant LFV operators is

O
(6)
LR = ℓ̄α(∆8Ye)

αβ(σ · F )eβ H , (2.11)

O
(6)
LL1 = ℓ̄αΓ∆

αβ
8 ℓβ × f̄Γ′f (2.12)

O
(6)
LL2 = ℓ̄αΓ∆

αβ
8 ℓβ × ℓ̄αΓ

′∆αβ
8 ℓβ , (2.13)

O
(6)
LL3 = ℓ̄αΓ∆

αβ
6 ℓc × ℓ̄cαΓ

′∆αβ

6̄
ℓβ , (2.14)

where ∆8, ∆6, and ∆6̄ are SU(3)e × SU(3)N singlets combinations of the Yi transforming

as 8, 6 and 6̄ of SU(3)ℓ, respectively (Γ stands for generic Dirac structures and/or SU(2)L
matrices, F generically denotes the field strength of SU(2)L ×U(1)Y gauge fields, while f

stands for SM leptons or quarks). Because of the hierarchical structure of Ye, LFV bilinears

with two RH charged leptons (such as ēYe∆8Yee) are always suppressed with respect to

the corresponding LH terms in Eqs. (2.12)–(2.14) and we neglect them.

Considering terms with up to two Yν and two YM , we can write the following contri-

butions to the operators eqs. (2.11)-(2.14):

∆
(1)
8 = YνY

†
ν , ∆

(1)
6 = YνY

†
MY T

ν , ∆
(2)
8 = YνY

†
MYMY †

ν , (2.15)

with ∆
(1)

6̄
= (∆

(1)
6 )†. In the mass diagonal basis of eqs. (2.8)-(2.9) all LFV effects are

associated to Yν , which is a generic complex 3 × 3 matrix corresponding to 15 physical

parameters. In the absence of further assumptions we will not be able to determine all

these parameters from Eq. (2.7). However, as anticipated, predictive frameworks can be

obtained by choosing as the underlying flavour symmetry some suitable subgroup of GF .

2.2 Two predictive cases

There are basically two natural criteria that we can follow to relate the LFV structures

∆ to the observables in Eq. (2.7). The two criteria, which can be formulated in terms of

general symmetry hypotheses, allow us to assume that in a given basis either Yν or YM

corresponds to the identity matrix in flavour space I3×3.

2 If ǫe ≈ 1, the suppression of the charged-lepton masses could still be justified in a multi-Higgs scenario

by the hierarchy in the vevs with different hypercharge: vd ≪ vu.
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A. SU(3)ℓ × SU(3)N → SU(3)ℓ+N .

If we assume that ℓ and N belongs to the fundamental representation of the same

SU(3) group, then in a generic basis Yν must be a unitary matrix (and thus it can

be always rotated to the identity matrix by a suitable unitary transformation of the

RH neutrinos). This condition is sufficient to allow inverting the seesaw formula in

eq. (2.7). By doing so we find

∆6 = ∆†

6̄
=

[

(

Yν
1

YM
Y T
ν

)−1
]†

=
v2

µL
U

1

mν
UT , (2.16)

∆
(2)
8 = ∆6 ·∆

†
6 =

v4

µ2
L

U
1

m2
ν

U † , (2.17)

while ∆
(1)
8 = I3×3 and gives no LFV effects.

The choice of a unitary Yν can also be justified on a different basis. According to a

general theorem [11] if the N ’s belong to an irreducible 3-dimensional representation

of a non-Abelian group, then Yν is (proportional to) a unitary matrix. Let us recall

that models for neutrino masses based on discrete non-Abelian flavour symmetries

have proved to be quite successful in reproducing the structure of the PMNS matrix.

This is generally related to the fact that in first approximation the symmetry implies

a tri-bimaximal (TBM) [12] mixing pattern that is a good approximation to PMNS.

We can then picture a situation where in a first step of the flavour symmetry breaking

SU(3)N breaks to a non-Abelian discrete subgroup having irreducible 3-dimensional

representations to which the N ’s are assigned. In this case Yν can be non-trivial but

must be proportional to a unitary matrix (while YM is clearly ∝ I or vanishing).

In a second step, when the discrete symmetry is broken, YM acquires a non-trivial

structure, while corrections to Yν can be quantified to remain at the level of the

deviations of U from TBM, that is small. Several models based on discrete non-

Abelian symmetry that yield a unitary Yν or Yν ∝ I3×3 have been constructed, and

a long list of references, properly classified according to these two possibilities, can

be found in [13].

A detailed phenomenological analysis of this scenario is presented in the next session.

The main distinctive feature with respect to the case based on the O(3)N symme-

try analyzed in [5] (see point B. below) is that, due to the inverse mν dependence

in Eqs. (2.16)–(2.17), LFV processes are enhanced when the lighter neutrinos mass

eigenvalues are involved. This implies, in particular, a potentially strong enhance-

ment of µ → eγ in the normal-hierarchy (NH) case.

Other phenomenologically interesting features of this scenario, that are largely inde-

pendent of the particular pattern of flavour symmetry reduction SU(3)ℓ×SU(3)N →

SU(3)ℓ+N but are mainly related to the breaking of U(1)N and to assumptions about

the size of the spurion ǫN , are:

– Being unrelated to the breaking of U(1)L and U(1)N , the LFV violating scale

Λ can be as low as permitted by present phenomenological constraints.
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– Assuming O(1) entries for the non-Abelian spurions Yi, double LFV processes

(such as τ → eeµ̄) are not necessarily strongly suppressed with respect to single

LFV process (such as τ → eēµ).

– As long as ǫν ≫ v/µL the light neutrino masses do not depend on its value. In

contrast, the masses of the RH neutrinos are suppressed with respect to µL by

two powers of ǫν . Then, even if the L-number breaking scale µL is generically

large eq. (2.10), if the U(1)N breaking is small (ǫν <
∼ 10−5) N states with masses

of a few TeV (or even lower) are an open possibility.

– The symmetries of this scenario imply that U(1)N conserving operators of the

form (N̄ N) ·(q̄ q) (where q denote quark fields) are not suppressed by any power

of ǫν . Therefore, in the absence of other suppressing effects, we can even envisage

the possibility that the N ’s can be produced at colliders.

B. SU(3)N → O(3)N × CP .

Assuming that the flavour group acting on the RH neutrinos is O(3)N rather than

SU(3)N , implies that YM must be proportional to I3×3. However, this condition

alone is not enough to deduce the structure of Yν from the seesaw formula: this

requirement, (and hence the predictivity of the theory) is fulfilled only if we further

assume that Yν is real Y †
ν = Y T

ν (which follows from imposing CP invariance) [5]. In

this case, since the Majorana mass term has a trivial structure, all LFV effects stem

from the (real) Yukawa coupling matrices:

∆6 = ∆
(1)
8 = ∆

(2)
8 = YνY

T
ν =

µL

v2
U mν U

T . (2.18)

The implications for LFV processes of this scenario have been analyzed in [5] and we

refer to this paper for further details.

2.3 Phenomenology

In this section we discuss the dependence of LFV processes, and in particular of the radia-

tive decay ℓi → ℓj γ, on ∆
(2)
8 defined in eq. (2.17). In order to compare the relevance of

different decay channels we define the normalized branching fractions [5]:

Bℓi→ℓjγ ≡
Γ(ℓi → ℓjγ)

Γ(ℓi → ℓjνiν̄j)
. (2.19)

We are interested in studying quantitatively ratios of these quantities for different types

of radiative decays. These ratios simply reduce to ratios of the modulus squared of the

corresponding ∆
(2)
8 entries:

Bℓi → ℓj γ

Bℓk → ℓm γ

=

∣

∣

∣

∣

(

∆
(2)
8

)

ij

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

∣

∣

∣

(

∆
(2)
8

)

km

∣

∣

∣

2 , (2.20)

Omitting the prefactor v4

µ2

L

that cancels in the ratios, the relevant LFV structures then

reduce to ∆
(2)
8 → U 1

m
2
ν
U †. We generate random values for these quantities allowing the
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of the ratios
Bµ→ e γ

Bτ →µ γ
(left) and

Bµ → e γ

Bτ → e γ
(right) as a function of the mass of

the lightest neutrino. Green points correspond to NH with mνl = mν1 . Red points correspond to

IH with mνl = mν3 . The density of points depends on arbitrary details of the sampling procedure

and does not represent the likelihood of different regions.

neutrino parameters to vary within their (approximate) 2σ c.l. experimental intervals [14]:

∆m2
sol : (7.3 − 8.0)× 10−5 eV2 ,

∆m2
atm : (2.2 − 2.6)× 10−3 eV2 ,

sin2 θ12 : 0.28 − 0.35 ,

sin2 θ23 : 0.35 − 0.61 ,

sin2 θ13 : 0.0 − 0.04 . (2.21)

For the NH and inverted hierarchy (IH) we restrict the range of variation of the lightest

mass eigenvalue respectively to mν1 (mν3) ≤ 0.1 eV, while the CP phase δ, that enters all

the formulas through cos δ, is varied in the interval [0 − π] (the Majorana phases are of

course irrelevant for ∆L = 0 processes).

In Fig. 1 we present the results for the ratios
Bµ→ e γ

Bτ →µ γ
(left panel) and

Bµ→ e γ

Bτ → e γ
(right

panel) as a function of the lightest mass eigenvalue mνl = mν1 (NH: green points) and

mνl = mν3 (IH: red points) while all the other parameters are varied aleatorily in the

given intervals. Note that in this figure, as well as in all the other figures below, the

density of points depends on arbitrary details of the sampling procedure, and should not

be interpreted as related to the the likelihood of regions differently populated.

From the first panel we see that for NH and small values of mν1
<
∼ 10−2 eV we gener-

ically have Bµ→ e γ > Bτ →µ γ . The enhancement of Bµ→ e γ is obviously due to m2
ν

appearing in the denominator of ∆
(2)
8 , and can be of a factor of a few. In the limit of

mν1 ≪ mν2,3 we have:

Bµ→ e γ

Bτ →µγ
∼

c212c
2
13

(c12c23s13 ∓ s12s23)
2 ≈ 7.3 (3.2) , (2.22)
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Figure 2. Same than Fig. 1 but as a function of sin θ13.

where cij ≡ cos θij and sij ≡ sin θij and the − (+) sign in the denominator of the first

equality corresponds to δ = 0 (δ = π). The numerical estimate in the last equality is

obtained using the best fit values of the mixing angles, again for δ = 0 (δ = π). When

m2
ν1

≫ ∆m2
sol and mν1 ≈ mν2 , the contributions to µ → e γ proportional to θ12 suffer a

strong GIM suppression, and the decay rate becomes proportional to θ213 . This behavior

is seen clearly in Fig. 1 (left) for values of mν1 ≈ 10−2 eV.

For the IH, in the limit mν3 ≪ mν1,2 and independently of the value of δ we obtain:

Bµ→ e γ

Bτ →µγ
∼

s213
c213c

2
23

≈ 2 s213 . (2.23)

Approximately the same result is obtained also in the limit of large massesmνi ≫
√

∆m2
atm,

which explains why for mν1 → 10−1 eV the results for IH and NH converge.

Results for the ratio of the µ and τ radiative decays into electrons are depicted in the

right panel in Fig. 1. For NH, in the mν1 ≪ mν2,3 limit and neglecting terms suppressed

by θ13 we obtain
Bµ→ e γ

Bτ → e γ
∼ cot223 , (2.24)

while in the IH and quasi degenerate case of large masses

Bµ→ e γ

Bτ → e γ
∼ tan223 (2.25)

is obtained, approximately independently of the values of δ and θ13. A glance at the second

panel in Fig. 1 confirms in fact that the µ/τ ratio for decays into electrons remain centered

around one for all values of mνl . For NH, Bτ → e γ (Bµ→ e γ) can vanish when δ = 0 (π) and
m2

ν1
+m2

ν2

2m2
ν3

≈
∆m2

sol

∆m2
atm

s12c12
s13

, which can be satisfied with mν1 in the few×10−2 eV range. This

accidental enhancement (suppression) of the ratio can be clearly seen in the central region

of the second scatter plot.
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Figure 3. Same than Fig. 1 but as a function of the Dirac phase δ.

For completeness, we have also studied the dependence of these two ratios as a function

of sin θ13 and of the Dirac phase δ. The first panel in Fig. 2 confirms that for NH a factor

of a few enhancement of Bµ→ e γ with respect to Bτ →µγ is possible, independently of the

value of θ13. For IH instead, Bµ→ e γ is suppressed as θ213 , in agreement with eq. (2.23).

Fig. 3 depicts the correlations of the results with the Dirac phase δ. For NH the

enhancements of Bµ→ e γ can occur for all values of the phase. In contrast, Bµ→ e γ can

dominate over Bτ → e γ only if δ < π
2 . Note that the extremely large enhancements (sup-

pressions) that can be seen in the second panel of this figure for δ → 0 (δ → π) are not

parametric effects, but arise from the already mentioned accidental cancellations that can

occur when mν1 ∼ 10−2 eV.

In summary, the new MLFV scenario that we have been discussing is characterized by

a quite different phenomenology from the case previously studied in [5] since, in contrast to

that case, it allows the branching fraction Bµ→ e γ to dominate over Bτ →µγ and Bτ → e γ .

The enhancement with respect Bτ →µγ that occurs in the NH case does not exceed a factor

of a few, but it is parametric in the small values of mν1 . The strong enhancement with

respect to Bτ → e γ instead is due to accidental cancellations that suppress this process, and

that become particularly efficient when δ is close to zero.

Needless to say, since the ratio of normalized branching ratios of other LFV processes

like for example Bµ→3e, Bτ→3µ, Bτ→3e are controlled by the same LFV factors ∆
(2)
8 , they

are characterized by a completely similar pattern of enhancements/suppressions.

In view of the ongoing high sensitivity experimental searches for LFV processes [15]

besides comparing the rates for different LFV channels it is also of primary interest to give

an estimate of the absolute values of the branching fractions. In the most favorable case,

in which ∆
(2)
8 is a matrix with O(1) entries, it is easy to derive a rough estimate:

Bµ→ e γ ≈ 1536π3α
v4

Λ4
. (2.26)

Comparing eq. (2.26) with the present experimental limit Bexp
µ→ e γ

<
∼ 10−11 [16] we can

conclude that the scale of LFV should be rather large: Λ >
∼ 400TeV.
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3 Conclusions

In this paper we have studied MLFV extensions of the type-I seesaw. This model is

characterized by the group of broken symmetries SU(3)ℓ × SU(3)N × SU(3)e × U(1)L ×

U(1)R, where the last Abelian factor U(1)R can be identified with phase rotations of the

RH leptons e or of the RH neutrinos N , being this second choice phenomenologically more

interesting and thus the one that we have adopted. We have parametrized the breaking

of the Abelian symmetries by means of two spurions µL and ǫν , and the breaking of the

semi-simple flavour group SU(3)3 by means of three ‘non-Abelian’ spurions Ye , Yν and YM ,

being the first two related to the charged leptons and RH neutrinos Yukawa couplings and

the last one with the RH neutrinos mass matrix.

We have seen that formulating a predictive MLFV framework, that is a framework in

which LFV effects can be completely described in terms of low energy observables, is possi-

ble only if the number of relevant LFV free parameters of the seesaw is reduced. This can

be achieved by imposing specific conditions on the structure of the non-Abelian spurions.

We have identified two basic possibilities that can be elegantly realized by assuming from

the beginning that the underlying symmetry of the type-I seesaw is a subgroup of the full

flavour symmetry. These two possibilities are:

A. Yν is proportional to a unitary matrix. This means that there is a basis in which

Yν ∼ I3×3 being I3×3 the identity in flavour space. This scenario can be realized by

restricting the flavour symmetry SU(3)e × SU(3)N to its subgroup SU(3)ℓ+N .

B. YM ∼ I3×3 and Yν is a matrix with real entries Yν = Y ∗
ν . The symmetry reduction

that realizes this second possibility is SU(3)N → O(3)N . In this case CP conservation

in the lepton sector must be also imposed to ensure the reality of Yν .

While the second possibility is well studied [5, 6], the first one is new, and yields a quite

different phenomenology from case B. Most remarkably, it allows for sizable enhancements

of processes involving the µ → e transition with respect to LFV processes involving the τ

lepton.

As regards the two broken Abelian factors U(1)L and U(1)N , we have found that by

parametrizing their breaking independently from the breaking of the semi-simple groups of

flavour transformations leaves open unexpected possibilities: (i) the mass scale of the RH

neutrinos gets decoupled from the large seesaw scale µL, since the former breaks U(1)N
by two units while, in the low energy effective theory, the latter only breaks U(1)L. If

U(1)N breaking is small, say ǫν < 10−5, then the RH neutrinos can be at the TeV scale

or even below. (ii) Higher dimension operators, like (N̄N)(q̄q), that could be effective

for producing the RH neutrinos, do not break U(1)N , and therefore are not affected by

any strong suppression of the RH neutrino masses. Of course, in our framework, such an

intriguing scenario represents just an open possibility that is allowed by the symmetries of

the type-I seesaw. It remains to be seen if explicit models realizing this scenario can be

constructed.
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